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The clinical request bears a passing resemblance  to the Wild 
West Sheriff’s notice

It usually names the troublemaker (virus)

It may tell you where he’s likely to be found (the specimen)

It assumes you know why he’s wanted 
(likely suspect, criminal record, associates known)

And that capturing him will restore law and order
(make the diagnosis, suggest treatment) 

It doesn’t specify how you should capture him (up to you)



Like the sheriff, the clinician has a problem which
may involve just one person or the whole community.

Like the cowboy in the white hat, the lab has skills, 
ingenuity and local knowledge.

Most western film plots place the sheriff and the
cowboy at cross purposes until the final scene when 
at last they understand each other.  The clinical lab 
can do without this confusion.



What is the real question?

is there current or recent  infection

is infection acute or chronic

is the patient immune/susceptible 

is the virus causing the symptoms

is the virus susceptible/resistant to ? Drug

is the virus identical to prototype or epidemic 
strain

is the virus derived from vaccine

is this object/food/water contaminated by virus



Clinical virology has progressed in a series of steps.

Each step has involved a new technology, and application
of the new methods has been preceded by investigations
which aimed to fulfill Koch’s postulates.

Confidence in the technology is based on these pivotal 
studies and reinforced by subsequent field experience.

Each of the technologies has limitations, and it is 
crucial to understand that the advantage of a new 
technique in one context may be mirrored by limitations 
in other situations. 



Before we analyse some examples we need to assess 
the weaponry at our disposal:

What methods can yield this answer beyond 
reasonable doubt?

Which method offers the best chance of 
success?

Are there qualifying factors – speed, cost,
convenience, quality control, safety etc etc



In most virology laboratories both old and new 
techniques are in active use.

Is this maintenance of old methods just 
sentimental attachment for the old ways, or a 
cost cutting exercise in view of the high costs 
of serological and molecular kits?

Is adoption of the new a reflection of intrinsic 
advantages, or a case of keeping up with the 
Jones’?



Method catalogue (date “discovered”)

human transmission (1795)

Truly the gold standard



Method catalogue (date “discovered”)

animal transmission (1795) – (1860)

positive = infectious



Method catalogue (date “discovered”)

inclusion bodies  (1880)

Positive =virus replication proceeding in the cell

All from Rhodes and va Rooyen 1940.



Method catalogue (date “discovered”)

serology (1906)

haemagglutination (1932)

specific IgM (1957)

specific CMI (1960)

radioimmunoassays (1965)

Positive implies antigenic experience: further qualified
by antigenic specificity and timing.



Method catalogue (date “discovered”)

fertile eggs (1910)

Infectivity readily quantitated

From Diagnostic Procedures,1956



Method catalogue (date “discovered”)
tissue culture (1926)

Infectivity, neutralisation and quantitation

From Diagnostic procedures, 1956



Method catalogue (date “discovered”)

electron microscopy (1938)

taxonomy
localisation in cell

From Viral and Rickettsial infections, 1948



Method catalogue (date “discovered”)

immuno stains (1959) 

Localisation of virus replicatin, specificity of antibodies



Method catalogue (date “discovered”)

human transmission (1795)
animal transmission (1795) – (1860)
inclusion bodies  (1880)
serology (1906)
fertile eggs (1910)
tissue culture (1926)
haemagglutination (1932)
electron microscopy (1938)
specific IgM (1957)
immuno stains (1959) 
specific CMI (1960)
radioimmunoassays (1965)
DNA hybridisation (1975)
NA amplification (1985)



Hardware
histology/EM
cell culture 
animal house
serology facility
molecular facility
cold store
containment facility

Reagents
virus prototype collection
antibody collection
cell culture collection
animal stock strains
primer and probe collection

Serology and PCR amenable to commercial kit approach.
Good mechanical QC but difficulties in biological interpretation

Prototype and antiserum production and distribution have problems.

Isolation and histo/EM are operator dependent and difficult for QC.

Serology and molecular present fewer hazards than isolation.

Is the lab’s aim to perform perfect tests or to make the right diagnosis?



One of the simplest diagnostic requests is to find a virus in 
CSF from a patient with neurological symptoms and fever.  
The real question is more demanding – are the current 
symptoms  caused by a virus?

Leaving aside issues of non-viral causes, and assuming an appropriate 
cell count, there are a small number of common pathogens – and a 
galaxy of rare ones.

Most of the neurological pathogens are detectable by 
multiple methods.

The problem is that the virus may be present in very low titre, 
especially if the site of infection is deep in the brain.  This should be 
where molecular methods shine.



Polio

Infects people and, experimentally, primates

Pathology of lesions non-specific

Grows well in primate cell cultures with characteristic CPE

Only 3 serotypes and these highly conserved

Easily obtained from peripheral sites at time of symptoms

Antibody response well advanced by onset of symptoms

Complete sequences available

Attenuated strains identifiable phenotypically (RT. Neurovirulen

and genetically

ie a wealth of methods is available



Other enteroviruses (>100 of them)

Like polio except
Coxsackie As grow poorly in cell culture, 
Coxsackie A & B kill suckling mice
Not all recent isolates well characterised
No vaccines

Consensus primers required for PCR



Herpes simplex

infection confined to man in nature

causes characteristic inclusions in infected cells 

latency/reactivation characteristic

infects many small lab animals experimentally

grows rapidly in primate (and other) cell cultures

many virion associated antigens, but little antigenic variation

very large well characterised genome

ie a wealth of methods  is available



Other herpes viruses (V-Z, CMV, EBV, HHV6-8)

like herpes simplex except

most are difficult to isolate in culture

they do not infect small lab animals

ie more restricted range of methods



Other viruses of interest
arboviruses (geographical range)
polyoma (BK and JC)
measles
mumps
rubella
B19
adenovirus
rhabdovirus

All well characterised genetically
Except for arboviruses, rabies  and mumps all hard to isolate 
in culture, and rabies requires special containment.



Option A: 

Multiplex PCR for neurological viruses in CSF

Maybe multiplex needs different composition for 
children, healthy adults and immune suppressed 
patients?



Read, S J. Kurtz, J B.
Laboratory diagnosis of common viral infections of the central nervous system by 
using a single multiplex PCR screening assay.
Journal of Clinical Microbiology. 37(5):1352-5, 1999 May.

A multiplex PCR assay that detects the four commonest causes of viral meningitis and 
encephalitis in the United Kingdom (herpes simplex virus [HSV] type 1 
[HSV-1], HSV type 2 [HSV-2], varicella-zoster virus [VZV], and enteroviruses) 
was developed, and its sensitivity was compared with those of similar assays 
described previously for this application. Compared to the previous assays, 
this single multiplex PCR assay had higher molecular sensitivities for the 
detection for each of the viruses and improved utility for routine use in a 
diagnostic laboratory. The assay was used to test a series of 1,683 
consecutive cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) samples between June 1997 and 
March 1998 inclusively. Viral nucleic acid was detected in 138 (8.2%) of 
the CSF samples, including enteroviruses in 51 samples, HSV-2 in 33 
samples, VZV in 28 samples, and HSV-1 in 25 samples. 
Compared to the accepted relative incidence of viral etiologies, aseptic
meningitis due to HSV-2 infection was high, and in adult female patients 

with symptoms of aseptic meningitis, HSV-2 was the virus most 
commonly detected in the CSF.



Does a positive PCR result make the diagnosis?

technical issues
contamination
is the amplicon “correct”?

biological issues
might the virus be a bystander 

(esp in vaccinated infants)



What further steps are needed?

“confirmation” tests?
? different PCR
? sequencing



Does a negative result exclude involvement of all
the agents in the multiplex?



Boriskin YS. Rice PS. Stabler RA. Hinds J. Al-Ghusein H. Vass K. 
Butcher PD Microarrays for virus detection in cases of central nervous system 
infection.
Journal of Clinical Microbiology. 42(12):5811-8, 2004
A low-density, high-resolution diagnostic DNA microarray comprising 38 gene
targets for 13 viral causes of meningitis and encephalitis was constructed. 
The array has been used for the detection of multiplex PCR-amplified viruses
in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and non-CSF specimens. A total of 41 clinical 
specimens were positive for echoviruses (23 samples), herpes simplex virus 
type 2 (4 samples), varicella-zoster virus (4 samples), human herpesvirus 7 (
1 sample), human herpesvirus 6A (1 sample) and 6B (2 samples), Epstein-Barr 
virus (three samples), polyomavirus JC (1 sample), and cytomegalovirus (2 samples). 
Probes for herpes simplex virus type 1, polyomavirus BK, and mumps and measles 
viruses were also included on the array. Three samples were false negative by 
the microarray assay due to discordant results between the multiplex PCR for 
all 13 viruses simultaneously and the virus-specific PCR alone. Fifteen CSF 
specimens were true negative. The clinical sensitivity, specificity, and negative 
and positive predictive values of the assay were 93, 100, 100, and 83%, respectively, 
when the results were compared to those of the single-virus PCR, which was 
used as the "gold standard." The microarray-based virus detection assay is 
qualitative and provides a single-format diagnostic tool for the detection of panviral
CNS infections.



If not what further steps are needed?

Same test on a different specimen?
another CSF
faeces/TS/blood

Different test on same CSF sample?
antigen
virus isolation

Different test on different specimen?
serology



Option B: 

virus isolation - but from which specimens?

CSF – good for herpes, arbos, rhabdo, less 
good for enteros and polio, polyoma

Faeces – good for enteroviruses, not for arbos, 
herpes or rhabdo

Blood - good for arbos not for rhabdo, herpes 
or enteros

Other peripheral sites….eg urine for BK and JC



And by which method?

Inoculate cells (which ones), inject mice
How do you identify a cytopathic or mouse 
pathogenic agent?

What confidence do you have in a positive result?

What confidence do you have in a negative result?



Other options

Antigen or antibody on CSF

immunostain on exfoliated cells in CSF

H&E and immunostain on biopsy or autopsy



The New York outbreak of West Nile virus:

Autopsies on cluster of human cases show
meningoencephalitis.  

Tests on CSF in life were PCR neg for 
herpes and enteroviruses, but antibody 
positive for St Louis Encephalitis.

Immunostains of autopsy tissue positive for St Louis

West Nile cross known to cross react immunologically,
and shares sequence but not previously reported 
in the US.

Full scale characterisation by culture and HAI identifies
WN

Further epidem tracing by sequence differences



Australian Lyssavirus

A human case dies and autopsy shows Negri bodies, 
which stain with rabies McAb

History of association with fruit bats – bat autopsies show
Negri bodies also staining with rabies McAb

Mice inoculated with brain extract develop “rabies” and 
rabies antibody protects against challenge

PCR using diagnostic rabies PCR positive

Sequencing shows differences, and places in 
phylogenetic tree



Getting away from clinical diagnostics, how do molecular 
and conventional tests stack up in vaccine  quality control?

Take polio vaccine as an example

How do you ensure that inactivated vaccine contains no
live virus?

How do you ensure that attenuated vaccine contains no
virulent virus?



Inactivated vaccine:

PCR

cell culture

humanised transgenic mouse inoculation

monkey inoculation



Attenuated vaccine:

PCR and sequence to identify attenuation 
markers (eg a to c mutation at nt472 of Sabin 3)

Culture and phenotypic tests for attenuation 
markers

Inoculation of humanised transgenic mice

Monkey nerovirulence



Transgenic mice as an alternative to monkeys 
for neurovirulence testing of live oral poliovirus 
vaccine: validation by a WHO collaborative 
study
Bull World Health Organ vol.81 2003

CONCLUSIONS: Based on data from the 
collaborative studies the WHO Expert Committee for 
Biological Standardization approved the mouse NVT as 
an alternative to the monkey test for all three OPV 
types and defined a standard implementation process 
for laboratories that wish to use the test. This 
represents the first successful introduction of 
transgenic animals into control of biologicals.



How about deciding if a vaccinated person is
excreting virulent virus?

Old, M O. Logan, L H. Maldonado, Y A.Department of 
Pediatrics, Stanford University School of Medicine, CA 
94305, USA.
Development of chemiluminescent probe hybridization, 
RT-PCR and nucleic acid cycle sequencing assays of 
Sabin type 3 isolates to identify base pair 472 Sabin
type 3 mutants associated with vaccine associated 
paralytic poliomyelitis.

Journal of Virological Methods. 68(2):109-18, 1997 Nov.



A trickier example:

An HBe positive child bites anther in a day nursery
All the children are vaccinated the next day but 
arrangements for bleeding not in place until after 
the weekend.



One of the contact children is HBsAg positive :
is he infected?



He is anti-HBc negative and HBV DNA negative.

Interpretation?



Lastly: 

Testing  survival of viruses on surgical instruments
contaminated experimentally with DHBV and then 
washed and autoclaved.

PCR positive 

Duck passage positive



Summary

Sensitivity isn’t everything

Specificty can be a curse as well as a blessing

Biological question should determine test choice 
and its interpretation



OR

There’s more than one way to skin a cat


